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INTRODUCTION
Today’s world where technology is shaping all aspects of life, it is important to think of
the way to highlight the core skills and competency. As our country begin to use
technology as the easy way where citizen can access services easily, Club Rafiki joins hands
with partners and friends to contribute in connecting Youth and Community members
through its ICT services.
That is the reason why Club in close collaboration with Friends of Rafiki organized a youth
friendly trainings with the aim to build the capacity of young people in digital literacy in
rural area of Mageragere and Kanyinya to help teens of these area to access and use
mobile devices such as; smart phones, mobile phones, tablets, PDAs, MP3s and Laptop in
order to support them to learn how they can use ICT tools for their wellness improvement.
We appreciate a lot Sustainable Health Enterprises-SHE which donated 7 laptops to Club
Rafiki to help the center accomplish it mission of endorsing and develop the youth
especially girls in ICT skills.
These sessions introduced the opening of activities that is building the capacity of the
youth especially girls in rural villages in basic ICT skills, social media, accessing Pen Pals
programs, ICT practices and others local opportunities which will help them in their daily
lives and reinforce the program of Club Rafiki. Consequently youth from those area were
reclaiming this kind of service from long time in order to increase their knowledge and
meet some online opportunities such as; reading news, online job application, Internships,
Scholarships, meet and talk with their friends on social media meanwhile e-services is the
remaining priority on their list of request. Club Rafiki wished to provide this kind of
opportunity to big numbers of youth but due to the outburst of Covid-19 and it restriction
these goal still on hold.
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PARTICIPANTS
Mageragere, 17th to 21st June 2020, 6 hours per day, 10 teenagers including 5 girls and 5
boys participated in the session, the number was lower due to the fact that there was
limited number of computers available to participants and beside that there is no smart
classroom in Mageragere.
Kanyinya, 22nd to 26th June 2020, 6 hours per day, 20 teenagers including 10 girls and 10
boys participated in the session. In this area, we train 20 teens, because we had the
support of Kanyinya school authorities who provided its smart classroom with computers.
Note:
The number of participants was limited because of covid-19 restriction, participants were
not allowed to share computers, each one have to remain at his/her respective desk and
use a designated computer.

…We need protection for ourselves and for others through several
means, including the use of face masks… Aisha said
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REALIZATIONS
Session were conducted in a friendly manners and good environment, Facilitators were
enthusiastic and willing to share their knowledge with participants, and each and every
one among the participants was given an opportunity to spent long hours on the
computer and there were free and confident to ask all kind of questions of their choice
and receive a satisfactory reply, The following below are the way sessions were conducted;
RECAP - ADOLESCENTS SEXUAL REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND RIGHTS (ASRHR)
According to Club Rafiki Annual report for 2019/20, we acknowledged that the number
of young girls receiving pregnancy testing services at the club has increased compare to
last year figures, in this year our service tested 446 young girls below 24 years old and
those tested positive with pregnancy were 126 which make 28%, Among those tested 6
girls were HIV positive under the age of 18.
Therefore we understand that this years has seen an increase in number of girls’
pregnancy. In the period of lockdown and after many young girls and women were
exposed to unprotected sex due to poverty and lack of better living condition which was
caused by Covid-19 outbreak, and the fact that the youth didn’t meet regularly in different
programs of Club on which they have been benefited Education on Sexual and
Reproductive Health and Rights provided by Club Rafiki health team, it becomes obvious
that we educate them on SRHR subject during the Digital literacy training after such a
long period of silence caused by the devastating pandemic.

Adolescents’ voice and participation in
response against teenage pregnancy
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It is my right to say NO
Sexually active young people face many challenges, including a high risk of unintended
pregnancy, HIV and other STIs. Comprehensive sexuality education can educate young
people on gender, SRHR, HIV, violence prevention, interpersonal relationships,
empowerment, sexual orientation and identity diversity, and help them make informed
decisions on healthy, responsible behaviors and mutually protective relationships.
Adolescents have the right to health information and services that will protect their
sexual and reproductive health.
At the closing of this sessions some participants was overwhelmed and have to declare:
“During this workshop I learn a lot about girls and sexuality I used to be ignorant
completely but after this three day of training in education about sexual and reproductive
health and right I promise to never fall pregnant again like a girl who don’t know how to
calculate her menstruation cycle, I thank the people who came to teach us”
Said Aline 17, young mother Kanyinya

“First of all I learn
a lot about sexual
and reproductive
health which is
very important for
a young girl like
me who need to
understand more
things like woman
menstruation
cycle and birth
control.” said
Firdausi, 18 years
old

Testimonial video “I WANT TO BE A GIRL AGAIN” produced in this session
https://youtu.be/R8_F6vh4TuM
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BASIC SKILLS ON THE COMPUTER
During this session participants had an opportunity to learn about different computer
peripherals and it functioning and how it interconnected. They learn also others type of
tools that can adjust the role of computer such as laptop, smartphones, IPad…, beside
that they also learn the role of internet and the way it allow people to connects with others
computers from far away distance.
THE ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA AND EMAIL
E-mail: is a digital message sent electronically from one computer to one or more other
computers. Emails are flexible and can be used for giving instructions, serving as
documentation, providing confirmation, communicating rules and procedures, making
recommendations, providing a status update, making an inquiry.
Social media accounts like Facebook, Instagram… gives users a voice and a way to
communicate with peers, friends, classmates, teachers and relatives. It personalizes the
"brand" and helps you to spread your message in a relaxed and conversational way.

"ICT is not the future of teenagers’ education, it is the present and we need more
opportunities” said by Joe from Mageragere
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DIGITAL LIFE AND SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT
 Build a strong password and never sharing your personal information with others,
 Don’t meet with unknown person you meet on social media/email,
 Limiting the number of times you process mail in a day,
 Responding to only emails that require responses,
 Only keeping your email program open while you are actively dealing with it,
 Responding immediately to messages that can be answered very briefly…
Children and young people are affected by both security and safety issues. The security
issues are related to information security risks such as identity theft and computer viruses.
The e-safety issues includes information security risks as well as the concerns related to
both the physical and mental well-being of teenagers whilst interacting with ICT devices.
HOW TO OPEN AND USE AN EMAIL AND SOCIAL MEDIA ACCOUNT
Youth participated in the workshop in both area, after to learn about E-mail and social
media, it’s role and importance they had the opportunity to open their respective emails
and social media accounts and they were dilated to see themselves able to chat with peers
and friends using those applications which were new to them. Fortunately their Dancing
and modeling groups’ accounts was opened on YouTube where they will be posting and
advertising their different activities and accomplishment on various talents and creative
skills.

Saidi an IT
support at
Club Rafiki
facilitated
trainees
during the
digital
literacy
workshop
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SUPPORTING YOUTH TO GET ONLINE SERVICES
During this sessions participants had the opportunity to learn more about different
services that they can access online such as;
Jobs application, Internships, Scholarships, local opportunities and e-services like elibrary, e-learning, Irembo which means gate (government website that allow public to
have access and to declare different public services like health insurance, taxes and
properties declaration and others service sought by parents most of the time but it’s of
great benefit to teach the youth how they can access those services in return they may
help their parents access it.
“I’m happy to learn about this different online services, this knowledge will help me on my
studies and how to use E-library during this hard time to prevent the spread of Covid-19 is
top priority, I also learn how I can help my parents to declare their land and property taxes
and services by using a public platform called Irembo (gate)” Said Isa a17 years old,
Mageragere
“During this three days, I was able to open an Instagram account and e-mail, I even had a
chance to chat with my friends, I didn’t heard from them since covid-19 outbreak, it’s a
breakthrough for me, even if I don’t have access to internet regularly but whenever I had a
chance I will be chatting and writing to my friends. I feel blessed” said Pacifique 19 years
old, Kanyinya.
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STRENGHS




Young people taken this as special learning opportunity to them,
Support of schools authorities to provide facilities and smart classes to conduct
the workshop sessions in a friendly manner,
Participants’ manifestation and enthusiasm to learn more how to use digital tools.

“This kind of opportunity if can reach a great number of the youth in our sector of
Mageragere, lot of youth can found an answer to their problems and we as local
authorities will continue to advocate on their behalf to different level at government so
that this youth can develop and promote their talent in all the way possible”
said youth leader of Mageragere sector.
“We appreciate a lot this opportunity provided to our youth whom majority didn’t have
any knowledge on computer literacy either social media, we wish this school can have big
ICT facilities and smart classes so that big numbers of disadvantage youth can benefit
from ICT” said the school director of G.S. Kanyinya

SUCCESS STORY
During the sessions we had the full support of school authorities and others community
leaders who were with us from the beginning of workshop to the last sessions, school
authorities from Kanyinya provided us with extra computers and smart class which
allowed us to train 20 participants by respecting covid-19 restriction and at last each
student used its own computer without sharing it with others, beside that participants
received many encouragement from this leaders which motivate not only participants but
club facilitators also who did avail themselves to provide this training to the youth in those
area.

CHALLENGES






Lack of knowledge on Adolescents Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights,
Low level of knowledge on matter concerning digital literacy to participants,
Lack of enough computers, we may train a big numbers of participants,
Some of participants low level on Digital tools including social media,
There is no place where youths can access ICT facilities in those areas.
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CASE STORY
During the digital workshop in Mageragere sector and Kanyinya, we faced some
challenges due to the fact that firstly all the venue don’t have a smart classes of their own
where youth may have access to computers, even in the neighborhood of the school there
no ICT facilities even internet café where these youths may continue to develop their
digital skills. Authorities in the areas believe that this kind of trainings are of great value
not only to participants but to the whole community, for example parents from those area
travel to Kigali to declare the taxes of land or others public service which cost them
transport fare while if they had an ICT facilities or a means of access E-service they could
have saved the cost of transport to long distance, we appeal to different organizations to
continue to advocate for these people in those areas so that development and ICT
facilities can reach them to help solves certain issues that is critical to them

We learn ICT for our positive Future

“I feel blessed for this opportunity to learn things that I never had a chance to learn, my
only worry is that after the closing of this workshop what will happen to my knowledge,
I don’t have access to computer or smartphone so that I may continue to experience what
I have learnt” said Mukundwa Rosine 18 years old girl
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RECCOMENDATION





Adding Adolescents Sexual Reproductive Health and Rights - ASRHR and life skills,
Accessibility of ICT facilities and social media to the youth on those rural areas,
Focusing on useful sessions to build youths capacities in ICT and social media,
Advocating to local authorities to provide means of accessing ICT facilities
especially in these rural areas.

THE WAY FORWARD
After conducted these Digital Literacy Trainings-DLT in rural areas, noticed the importance
to continue this kind of opportunity to these youths, so that they may mastering the
necessary knowledge and skills in digital literacy and social media for the benefit of their
digital future. According the plan of this project, we are continuing to organise weekly
Digital Literacy practice sessions to the trained youths.

CONCLUSION
This opportunity has a great impact among the youth to Kanyinya and Mageragere where
internet access and digital facilities are unavailable to the majority, it is a critical priority
for youths and adults in those rural areas. Club Rafiki with its friends, it is contributing also
to the ICT promotion especially in the rural areas through this project.

Thank you
for your
support
Done at
Kigali,
on
16thJuly
2020
Club
Rafiki
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